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The finite element method (FEM) is a systematic numerical method for solving problems of
engineering and mathematical physics, more specifically PDEs. The FEM generally addresses
issues in heat transfer, structural analysis, fluid flow, electromagnetic potential, and mass
transport. Also, the analytical nature of the solutions of these issues typically requires the
solution to boundary value problems for PDEs.

Furthermore, the FEM formulation of the problem will result in a system of algebraic equations.
The FEM also appraises the unknown function over the domain. Thus, to solve the problem, it
subdivides a large system into smaller, simpler parts that are called finite elements. After which,
these simple equations that model the finite elements are then compiled into a larger system of
equations that models the entire problem. The FEM will then use variational methods from the
calculus of variations to estimate a solution by minimizing a related error function.

Lately, the FEM is in use in applications for simulating quantum effects in low dimensional
systems like carbon nanotubes, metallic nanoparticles, quantum wells, quantum dots, monolayer
transition metal dichalcogenides, and artificial molecules.



What is the Finite Volume Method (FVM)?

The Finite volume method (FVM) is a widely used numerical technique. The fundamental
conservation property of the FVM makes it the preferable method in comparison to the other
methods, i.e., FEM, and finite difference method (FDM). Also, the FVM’s approach is
comparable to the known numerical methods like FEM and FDM, which means that its
evaluation of volumes is at discrete places over a meshed geometry.

Furthermore, the FVM transforms the set of partial differential equations into a system of linear
algebraic equations. Although the discrete approximation procedure in use in the FVM is
distinctive, it also utilizes two basic steps. Firstly, it transforms and integrates the PDEs into
balance equations over an element. The process incorporates the changing of the surface and
volume integrals into discrete algebraic relations over elements as well as their surfaces using an
integration quadrature of a specified order of accuracy. This will result in a set of semi-discrete
equations.

Secondly, in this next step, the interpolation profiles are chosen to estimate the variation of the
variables within the element and relate the surface values of the variables to their cell values and
thus transform the algebraic relations into algebraic equations. In regards to the two steps in the
FVM process, your approximation selection affects the overall accuracy of the subsequent
numeric.

The Finite Element Method (FEM) vs. Finite Volume Method (FVM)

With FEM and FVM, both methods share some similarities, since they both represent a
systematic numerical method for solving PDEs. However, one crucial difference is the ease of



implementation. Among the majority of engineers, the prevailing opinion is that the FDM is the
easiest to implement, while FEM is the most difficult, leaving FVM somewhere in the middle.
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